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WORK EXPERIENCE

Next.js projects
myself s.r.o.

JULY 2023 - Currently

Next.js I love for aggresive caching, and I can build fullstack applications. With 
help of Prisma DB. My biggest project is ChatGPT copy with clerk auth. I have 
many projects, for example Foodie app, Evento (party) app but every online 
project needs DB hosting. I used PlanetScale, Vercel for free hosting. So I can´t 
public more projects.

 

React-native projects
myself s.r.o.

JAN 2024 - FEB 2024

I did 5 awesome mobile projects for Apple and Android devices. For example 
game, finance, food and drinks, places categories app. In that apps I use 
permissions for images, camera, notifications, location. Also connecting on 
Firebase DB, and another on SQL Lite. Using React Navigation for multiple 
pages.

 

React projects
myself s.r.o.

JAN 2023 - FEB 2024

In moment I discovered React, I sticked with that. I spend there most of the 
time. I loved that development speed. I created many apps, with help of React. 
From E-shop to restaurant menu. From React I can deal with, DRY methods, 
custom hooks, useState, useEffect, useMemo, useCallback, useRef is a must. I 
use deal with Zustand/Redux/Context API. Love use modern GSAP or Frame-
motion for modern web animations.

 

Modern JS/TS projects
myself s.r.o.

MAY 2022 - DEC 2022

This started my passion for JavaScript and web apps passion. I started learing 
modern JS, with basic to-do list, then game, later banking app and webpage. 
Only with JS with modern ES6 modules, also knowledge of object oriented 
programming.

 

Vanilla JS projects
myself s.r.o.

JAN 2022 - MAY 2022

I started from vanilla JS, with JQuery. Where I public my first web, with art, 
where for back-end I used a little bit of PHP.

 

ABOUT ME

Passionate and results-driven React 
Frontend Developer with over 2 years of 
experience. Specializing in crafting 
dynamic and responsive user interfaces, I 
bring a creative and detail-oriented 
approach to every project. Proficient in 
the latest React.js frameworks and 
libraries. 
With a strong foundation in front-end 
technologies such as HTML5, CSS3, and 
JavaScript, I am adept at solving complex 
problems and implementing innovative 
solutions.

SKILLS

React.js, Redux, and other related 
libraries

Responsive Web Design (RWD) and 
mobile-first

UI/UX design principles

Strong problem-solving and analytical 
skills

Excellent communication and teamwork 
abilities

LANGUAGES

English - Intermediate (B1)

INTERESTS OR HOBBIES

In my free time, I am an avid fitness enthusiast, 
where I find both inspiration and relaxation. 
Whether I'm programming, I enjoy the 

mailto:inglody96@gmail.com


EDUCATION

vocational and technical school
PC systems
Michalovce, Slovak Republic
I work here with programs like Cisco packet tracer, Autocad , and little bit C 
(programming language).

 
SEP 2012 - JUNE 2016

opportunity to unwind and cultivate creativity.


